
You've decided to move to UKG Dimensions. Now what?

UKG Dimensions is a modern cloud-based workforce management (WFM) platform
that provides powerful features and functionality. You want to realize its benefits as
soon as possible. But if you don’t test extensively, you risk having unhappy employees,
receiving negative social media impact, and facing potential lawsuits. 

That means you need to complete your testing quickly so you can go live as soon as
possible, and test thoroughly to be confident you're still paying your people correctly.
Using modern test automation technologies will help you achieve both these goals.

YOU NEED TO TEST THOROUGHLY AND QUICKLY TO HIT PROJECT TIMELINES

UKG Dimensions: Go-Live
Sooner & With Confidence

TestAssure.ai is a comprehensive automated testing platform
that helps UKG customers accelerate their testing timelines

and go-live sooner with confidence 

USE AUTOMATED TESTING TO GET MORE TESTING DONE IN LESS TIME

Having a successful go-live on UKG Dimensions requires a structured approach and the
right technology to be successful. In today’s digital economy, it’s imperative that you
leverage the benefits of an automated testing solution. 

TestAssure.ai, is a modern cloud-based automated testing platform that helps you: 

Reduce your testing timelines by replacing manual testing with test automation 

Write tests in minutes using our easy-to-use and intelligent test authoring tool 

Achieve wider test coverage by leveraging our library of proven UKG test cases 

Ensure you pay your people correctly by testing every change with a click of a button
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"TestAssure accelerated my clients' go-live date and alleviated the headaches of
doing manual testing. I make sure to bring up TestAssure.ai to every customer."

- Kim Laverde, Account Executive, UKG 

Leverage a library of thousands of ready-made
UKG test cases to start testing on day one.

Get started quickly

Reduce manual testing and use our ready-made
test automations to get your testing done faster.

Spend less time testing

Get everyone on the same page
Get clear company-wide alignment with easy-
to-understand tests written in plain English.

WHAT TESTASSURE.AI CAN DO FOR
YOUR GO-LIVE

HOW TESTASSURE.AI ENABLES TEST
AUTOMATION

Get a library of thousands of test case templates
proven over dozens of UKG go-lives. 

Test case library

Use pre-built automations to run thousands of
tests in minutes with the click of a button. 

Pre-built automations

Clear testing results
Get pass or fail results with easy to understand
reports, error logging and timely alerts.

Test faster and go-live on UKG Dimensions sooner
Discover the benefits of test automation and continuous testing.

 
Request a demo today:

automation@testassure.ai or visit TestAssure.ai 

Use test automation to run your full suite of
tests quickly and easily with every change.

Make every change with confidence


